To the No More Deaths community of supporters, clients of Keep Tucson Together, and the
community of Tucson:
Effective July 1st, 2022, Keep Tucson Together (KTT), the free legal clinic headed by attorney
Margo Cowan that offers advice and assistance for immigration cases, will no longer be part of
No More Deaths (NMD). The separation is supported by the Unitarian Universalist Church of
Tucson (UUCT) which provides NMD with fiscal sponsorship. In this statement, the name NMD
and the term “we” refers to the majority of NMD that will continue to fulfill our mission, and
does not include KTT or those NMD volunteers who opposed the separation. We are sharing
details of the separation out of a commitment to transparency and accountability to all affected
and the community.
Last summer, multiple families assisted by KTT came to NMD and showed evidence that their
cases had been mismanaged. We assessed the information that was shared with us and found
there to be a troubling pattern of misleading information, lack of communication and
disrespectful behavior. The stories shared by the families are devastating and we honor their
bravery in coming forward. After several requests for information and exhaustive efforts to hold
KTT accountable internally, we have decided to no longer be associated with services provided
by KTT.
When the families came forward, members of KTT and several long-term NMD volunteers
refused to believe any wrongdoing had occurred. The repeated gaslighting and condescension
were offensive and traumatizing for the affected families. The decision to dis-associate from
KTT was further validated by persistent disrespectful treatments of NMD staff and volunteers
during this process by Margo Cowan, other members of KTT and some individuals in NMD.
These interactions brought to the forefront deep-rooted white supremacy in NMD that has been
present since its founding and which we must continue to confront.
We acknowledge the essential services that KTT has offered undocumented people in Tucson.
We hope that as an organization independent from NMD, KTT will change their practices to
prioritize client communication, informed consent, and a responsible caseload.
We are unable to speak on the subject of the future operations of KTT. To inquire about their
continued services please contact KTT by phone at (520) 623-4084 or in person at the KTT
office at 730 S Osborne Ave in Tucson.
If you are assisted by KTT and you have had problems with the way KTT has managed
your case, please contact us by phone or email:
help.nomoredeaths@gmail.com

(480) 442-6772

If you have further questions, please refer to our website for a list of frequently asked questions:
https://nomoredeaths.org/ktt-separation-faq/

